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ANNOUNCEMENTS
1936

The University of North Carolina Extension Library, established to

make available to citizens of North Carolina and other states some of the

advantages enjoyed by resident students of the University, offers (1) study
outlines based on current books, and (2) the loan of the books to readers.

To meet the growing demand for these activities, the study outlines listed

on this page and the inside back cover page have been prepared by members
of the University faculty or others connected with the University. The fol-

lowing study outlines issued as Library Extension Publications, Volume I

are available:

No. 1. October, 1934. The Southern Garden, William L. Hunt.

No. 2. January, 1935. Adventures in Reading, Seventh Series. Cornelia S.

Love.

No. 3. April, 1935. Below the Potomac. Marjorie N. Bond.

No. 4. May, 1935. Europe in Transition. Phillips Russell and Caro Mae
Russell.

No. 5. June, 1935. Other People's Lives, Fourth Series. Cornelia S. Love.

No. 6. July, 1935. The Story of Books. Robert Bingham Downs.

Volume II

No. 1. October, 1935. Adventures with Music and Musicians. Adeline Den-
ham McCall.

No. 2. January, 1936, Famous Women of Yesterday and Today. Revised

Edition, 1935. Cornelia S. Love.

Prospective titles for other numbers for Volume II are:

A Study of Modern Architecture. James Emerson Greenaway.

Adventures in Reading, Eighth Series. Marjorie N. Bond.

Other People's Lives, Fifth Series. Cornelia S. Love.

Contemporary English Literature. Marjorie N. Bond.

Single copies, 50 cents. (In North Carolina, 25 cents.)

Six numbers of Volume IL if subscribed to in advance, $2.00. (In North
Carolina, $1.00.)

See inside back cover for reading outlines published as Extension

Bulletins.
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The registration fee for the courses listed on the inside cover

page is $7.00 in North Carolina, $10.00 elsewhere. For this fee ten

copies of the programs are supplied and all necessary Special Ref-
erences for preparing papers are loaned. Additional copies over

ten are 25 cents in North Carolina, 50 cents elsewhere.

The References will be sent three or four weeks in advance of

each meeting, and may be kept until the meeting is over.

Borrowing Books

In addition to lending books to registered study clubs, arrange-

ments may be made with the Extension Library by which books

may be borrowed by mail for a period of three weeks or longer by
correspondence students, extension classes, teachers and their

pupils, superintendents and their principals, or any others fulfilling

the requirements stated in the next paragraph.

For a fee of twenty-five cents anyone may borrow for three

weeks as many as three books at one time; for $1.00, twenty books
may be borrowed for three months; for $3.00, forty books may be
borrowed for six months. A list of the books of fiction and non-

fiction will be sent on request. This list does not include the

educational books and the books that may be borrowed from the

main library. A single book may be borrowed for a fee of ten cents.

In all cases the borrower pays transportation costs both ways. The
rate for packages to any point in North Carolina is ten cents per

package of not more than three books. Renewal fee is ten cents

per week. Overdue fines are five cents a day.

For further information write to:

The University Extension Library

Chapel Hill, North Carolina
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CHAPTER I

TRAIL BLAZERS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

Lucy Stone, 1818-1893

"Lucy Stone was born on August 13, 1818. She was the eighth

of nine children. Her mother, a farmer's wife, had milked eight

cows the night before Lucy was born, a sudden shower having

called all the men of the family into the hayfield to save the hay.

When told of the sex of the new baby, she said sadly, 'Oh, dear!

I am sorry it is a girl. A woman's life is so hard!' No one then

could foresee that the little girl just born was destined to make life

less hard for all the generations of little girls that were to follow."

So begins this story of Lucy Stone written by her daughter.

The mention of her name to most people only brings a smile,

"Oh yes, the Lucy Stone League. She thought a married woman
ought to keep her own name." But there were not so many smiles

for women in those days not so very far back, when they had no
rights even in their own children, not to speak of property; when
a college education and the learned professions were all closed to

them; when a woman lecturer was an almost unheard-of disgrace.

We rejoice in Lucy Stone's spirit in refusing to write a commence-
ment essay because she was not allowed to read it.

Our idea of the early suffragists is somewhat patterned on a

few leaders who were a bit angular and hard, not to say masculine,

but Lucy Stone in no way resembles these. To look at the pictures

of her not pretty but very sweet face is to realize what a strong

influence she wielded, what a power she was for a righteous cause.

Ordinarily it would not seem a good thing for a daughter to

write the life of a famous mother. But Miss Blackwell has tem-

porarily held aloof from the relationship, and has written the truth

with penetrating sincerity and skill.

Subjects for Study

The cost of an education—Early lecturing and teaching—Woman's
rights and anti-slavery—The wearing of the bloomer.

Marriage—Further suffrage work—Family life—Friends—Achievements.

Special Reference

:

Lucy Stone, by Alice Stone Blackwell.
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Additional References:

Catt, Carrie Chapman, & Shuler, Nettie R. Woman Suffrage and

Politics: the Inner Story of the Suffrage Movement.

Graham, Abbie. Ladies in Revolt.

Sachs, Emanie. The Terrible Siren, Victoria Woodhull (1838-1927).

Sarah Josepha Hale, 1788-1879

The women of our grandmother's day may have been "faintable"

females without any "rights," but when a young widow was left

unprovided for she was expected as much then as she is today to

turn in and support herself and family, the difference being that

in those days there was usually more family.

At any rate, this was the lot of Sarah Josepha Hale, who with

the burden of five children—and forty years—won a job as editor

of the first periodical in America devoted exclusively to women.

From that time on through fifty years of editorship her creed was

"the progress of female improvement," but she was far too clever

to antagonize her readers by open campaigning. She played upon

their sentiments, introducing revolutionary ideas disguised as lady-

like editorials, and with signal success. She even succeeded in

abolishing the stigmatizing word "female"—at least from the name

of Vassar College.

Godey's Lady's Book is remembered now only for its fashion

plates, but it pioneered also in its departments on cooking, interior

decoration, house plans, and, above all, woman's education. It had

an enormous circulation, and through it Mrs. Hale may be truly

said to have formed the habits and set the fashions of nineteenth-

century America.

Subjects for Study

Mrs. Hale's achievements—Early life—Editorship—Louis Godey.

Bunker Hill Monument—Features and departments in Godey's—Friends

and contributors.

Vassar College—Mrs. Hale as an author

—

Mary's Lamb.

Special Reference:

The Lady of Godey's: Sarah Josepha Hale, by Ruth E. Finley.

Additional References:

Mott, Frank Luther. History of American Magazines, 1741-1850.

Sachs, Emanie. The Terrible Siren, Victoria Woodhull (1888-1927).

Wright, Richardson. Forgotten Ladies: Nine Portraits from the Ameri-

can Family Album.



CHAPTER II

TRAIL BLAZERS OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

Jane Addams, 1860—1935

We are fortunate in having two excellent biographies of Jane
Addams, both published in the year of her death. Winifred Wise
had worked with her at Hull-House, and presents her story more
especially for young people, dwelling particularly on her childhood,

youth, and young womanhood, the influences of environment and
of the times during which she grew up. As her great creation,

Hull-House, expands, it becomes the center of the picture and
Jane Addams sinks into the background. But then, "Miss Addams
was Hull-House."

More detailed and complete, the definitive life of Jane Addams
has been written by her nephew, Professor James Weber Linn,

to whom she bequeathed all her personal records and papers. He
emphasizes her inspiring story, rather than the interpretation of

her character. Indeed, it is hard to pin down and define the secret

of Jane Addams' simple, yet complex, genius. He says, "She was
rooted in principle, yet deft in adaptation; ready, and in small

things even impatient, to direct, yet eager to serve; open in attack

yet subtle in analysis." He concludes, "If she is long remembered,
it will be for the quality of her thinking, for her rightness as an
interpreter of individuals to themselves and of social groups one
to another. . . For half a century she trailed clouds of glory, and
about her memory intimations of immortality cling."

Subjects for Study

Parents—A "different" child—Rockford College.

What to do?—Hull House begins—Six women.
The political scene—Work for children—Widening influences.

Writing—Suffrage—Pacifism—Congress of Women.
Post-war—Quiet years—She goes in peace.

Special References

:

Jane Addams, by James Weber Linn.

Jane Addams of Hull House, by Winifred E. Wise.

Additional References

:

Addams, Jane. Forty Years at Hull-House; Long Road of Woman's
Memory; My Friend Julia Lathrop.

Bolton, Sarah K. Lives of Girls Who Became Famous.
Henderson, Archibald. Contemporary Immortals.

[9]
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Charlotte Perkins Gilman, 1860—1935

"Thirty years ago Charlotte Perkins Gilman was a beacon light

to girls and women struggling to find a place for themselves in a

changing world in which all the taboos were pulling them back

while all the necessities were forcing them forward. Since Mary
Wollstonecraft's Vindication no book had spoken to women so

clearly, so authoritatively, with such revolutionary fervor and com-

mon sense as her famous Women and Economics. At a time when

the official woman's movement was largely concentrating on the

vote, she pointed out, over and over, in vivid prose and rhyme, the

economic basis of all freedom; she presented to the world a syn-

thesis of woman's problems as home-maker, wife, mother, worker

and human being, showing their inevitable relation to each other

and to every other social question." Herald Tribune Books.

In a life of storm and stress, there are two sadnesses of which

she was unconscious. One, that the present generation had over-

taken and passed her. Her fine work was done in the twenty years

preceding the World War. The other, that could she have been

brought to seek the aid of a well-trained psychiatrist—offshoot of

the psycho-analysts whom she held in such contempt—her physical

ailments, the frequent periods of strange mental exhaustion, might

have been materially allayed, if not altogether cured.

It is pleasant to hear of her cordial relationships with the other

great and devoted women of the time. She calls Lucy Stone "the

sweetest of our suffrage leaders." Jane Addams was a warm and

helpful friend. When she first visited California, says Mrs. Gilman

(then Mrs. Stetson), "She was impressed by the work I was doing,

and asked: 'Why is not Mrs. Stetson better thought of? She seems

a very able woman.' 'Yes,' they answered, 'she is a brainy woman,

very, but her views are something dreadful.' 'Are they?' said Miss

Addams. 'What are her views?' No one could say."

Subjects for Study

A repressed childhood—Building a religion—A character.

Love and marriage—Breakdown—California.

Wander years—Travel—Success.

Mrs. Gilman the lecturer—The writer.

Books—Articles—Magazines.

Her message to women.

Special Reference:

The Living of Charlotte Perkins Gilman: an Autobiography.



CHAPTER III

WOMEN IN FRENCH HISTORY—FORCE

Joan of Arc, 1412-1431

Many of the greatest writers and thinkers have been concerned
with the problems surrounding a young girl who died five centuries

ago, condemned by two nations before one of the greatest courts in

history. Voltaire, Anatole France, Bernard Shaw, Andrew Lang
and Mark Twain are of the distinguished company who attempted
to solve her mystery: How and why was she ever there at all? None
of them gave the answer, and neither does Mr. Waldman, but he
succeeds admirably in presenting the Maid of Orleans as flesh and
blood, rather than a legend, and in answering the pertinent ques-
tions: What were the voices Joan heard? What sort of girl was
she to believe in them? How did she ever persuade others to believe

in them, especially the king and his court? How did a girl of

seventeen win battles and, above all, why was she burned?

Subjects for Study

The Voices—Vancouleurs.

Chinon to Blois—Orleans—Campaign of the Loire.

Coronation—Paris.

The capture—Preparation for the masterpiece.

The trial—The end.

Special Reference

:

Joan of Arc, by Milton Waldman.

Additional References

:

France, Anatole. Joan of Arc.

Twain, Mark. Joan of Arc.

Endore, Guy. Sword of God: Jeanne d'Arc.

Shaw, Bernard. Saint Joan.

Charlotte Corday, 1768-1793

It can hardly be claimed that Charlotte Corday was a second
Joan of Arc. The one, inspired by heavenly visions, led her country
to victory and has become a saint and France's heroine supreme.
The other cunningly plotted to stab one of France's revolutionary
leaders and perished miserably on the scaffold. And yet, in the
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cold light of history, Charlotte Corday has been found worthy of

some portion of Joan's accolade. Both were animated by the same

lofty purpose, devotion to country, and both died in their country's

cause.

Charlotte Corday's youth was passed in a convent, where she

spent her time reading Plutarch, Rousseau, Voltaire, and Corneille.

She sympathized ardently with the cause of the Revolution in its

early phases, but the execution of Louis XVI seemed horrible to

her, and when the fall of the Girondists ushered in the Reign of

Terror she became convinced that Marat and Robespierre were

the enemies of France. To the fervent student of the classics the

part of Brutus seemed a noble one, and she determined to save the

nation by murdering the passionate, extravagant leader, Marat.

"If noble girl, thy frail hand seized the knife

'Twas but to shame the gods and end a life

They lent a monster for sheer devilment."

—Andre Chenier

Subjects for Study

The France of this period—Revolution—Reign of Terror.

Charlotte Corday—The Abbaye-aux-Dames—Marat—The Girondists.

The murder—The judges—Last hours.

Special References:

Angel of Assassination, by Joseph Shearing.

Charlotte Corday, by Michel Corday.

Additional References

:

Mathews, Shailer. The French Revolution.

Scherr, Marie. Charlotte Corday and Certain Men of the Revolutionary

Torment.

Wendel, Herman. Danton, Dictator of the French Revolution.



CHAPTER IV

WOMEN IN FRENCH HISTORY—INFLUENCE

Jeanne Du Barry, 1743-1793

"What a course was thine: from that first truckle-bed (in Joan
of Arc's Country) where thy mother bore thee, with tears, to an
unnamed father: forward, through lowest subterranean depths, and
over highest sunlit heights, of Harlotdom and Rascaldom—to the

guillotine-axe, which shears away thy vainly whimpering head!"—The French Revolution, Thomas Carlyle.

The life of Madame Du Barry covers the most vivid era in

French history. At the start the great Louis XIV is on the throne

—

great in power, wealth, and prestige—the French nobility are
pursuing their reckless, dissolute way, the peasant is ground down
by labor and taxes to provide for the glitter far above him. At
the end of her life the roles are completely reversed. Overthrown
and in hiding are the aristocracy, all-powerful le bourgeoisie, and
Jeanne Du Barry, herself of the most humble origin, is paying for

her royal lover with her head.

Dorothy de Brissac Campbell, the author of Du Barry: an
Intimate Biography, is a direct descendant of the dukes de Brissac,
one of whom was a protector of Madame Du Barry in her later

years; and perhaps she allows the relationship to bias her a little

in favor of the weaknesses of her ancestors. However that may be,

Mrs. Campbell presents a very sympathetic portrait of the last

great mistress, playing up her generosity, kindness of heart, and
freedom from malice, and citing historic instances in prove her case.

She tells the story well, with an excellent touch at the last,

explaining Jeanne's death shriek as a reversion to the peasant,
unable in her extremity to maintain the unemotional aristocratic

tradition.

Subjects for Study

From Paris slums to king's mistress.

The sunlit heights—Marie Antoinette—Palace politics—Death of Louis
XV.

Exile—The rising storm—Imprisonment—Guillotine.
Special Reference:

Du Barry: an Intimate Biography, by Dorothy de Brissac Campbell.

Additional References:

Du Barry, Jeanne. Memoirs.

[ 13]
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Mathews, Shailer. The French Revolution.

Toth, Karl. Woman and Rococo in France. (Time of Louis XV.)

Duveen, J. H. Art Treasures and Intrigue.

Eugenie, 1826-1920

For eighteen years Eugenie directed the destinies of France

as surely as she dictated its fashions. She was the last of a line

of beautiful, romantic, ill-fated women raised by the Bonapartes

to dazzling heights, only to lose at last both glory and throne.

It is hard to say which was the greatest misfortune of her

career, the fall of the Empire, the death of her son, or her long,

long life. The transition from the highest place to flight and hiding

was terrible, but there was the handsome young son upon whom to

found her ever-springing hopes for restoration. Then the son was

killed, gallantly fighting in Africa against the Zulus, and hope was

indeed extinguished for Eugenie. There was nothing more to live

for, and yet her life was little more than half spent.

For forty years more she was a wanderer and an exile, but

her devotion to France and keen interest in its vicissitudes were

ever warm and flared up to fever heat at the outbreak of the Euro-

pean War. Her confidence in eventual victory was unshakable, and

when she knew that France was avenged for the misfortunes of the

'70's, reestablished as in the proudest days of her reign, "I give

thanks to God," she said, "for letting me see this day !
It makes up

for everything, it obliterates everything, it repays me for all my

grief, it allows me to die with my head held high, in peace with

France."

Subjects for Study

Mile de Montijo—Home and youth—The Emperor's courtship—Marriage.

The new life—A son—Compiegne—Power—Biarritz.

War—Disasters—Flight.
Chislehurst—Mother and son—Wanderings—The other war—Eugenie's

part in it—End of a long life.

Special Reference

:

Eugenie, Empress of the French, by Octave Aubry.

Additional References

:

Chapman, Maristan. Imperial Brother: the Life of the Due de Morny.

Paleologue, Maurice. The Tragic Empress.

Rheinhardt, Emil A. Napoleon and Euginie: the Tragicomedy of an

Empire.

Sencourt, Robert E. Life of the Empress Eugenie.



CHAPTER V

ENGLISH WRITERS OF THE LAST CENTURY

Charlotte Bronte, 1816-1855

No history so modest, no history so anguished, as that of the

Bronte sisters could have been imagined even by those gifted women
themselves. Charlotte, perhaps because she outlived the others and
tasted, as they did not, the queer brief sweets of fame and married
happiness, has dominated most of the books written about them. But
Charlotte is unthinkable apart from Anne and Emily, apart from
their brilliant unhappy brother, Branwell, and their father, a Job
in the guise of an Irish Protestant clergyman, a Job who lived too

long. So, in this book, as in its predecessors, though Charlotte is

the acknowledged heroine, it is not she, it is the tragic house of

Bronte that holds the center of the scene.

Mr. Benson has drawn a convincing portrait of this sad, indomi-
table woman, and has been especially skilful in suggesting the

differences between her and her sisters—Anne with her gentle
heart, Emily with her wild genius. Of Charlotte Abbe Dimnet
wisely said, "In her life—as an artist as well as a woman—there
remains always something unfinished, something eternally frus-

trated which shadows our thoughts of her."

—Babette Deutsch

Subjects for Study

The Bronte family—Haworth—Early education and writings of the
children—Ellen Nussey.

Sojourn at Brussels—M. Heger—Attempts at a school—Charlotte's
letters.

Branwell—The curates—Currer, Ellis, and Acton BeU—Authorship of
Wuthering Heights.

Jane Eyre—Fame—Mrs. Gaskell—Marriage to Mr. Nicholls.

Special Reference:

Charlotte Bronte, by E. F. Benson.

Additional References

:

Life of Charlotte Bronte, by E. C, Gaskell.

The Bronte Sisters, by Ernest Dimnet.
Three Virgins of Haworth, by Emilie and Georges Romieu.
The Brontes, by E. M. Delafield.

[ 15]
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Elizabeth Gaskell, 1810-1865

Mrs. Gaskell is in two diverse respects a connecting link

—

between the old-fashioned woman and the modern one, and between
Charlotte Bronte* and the world. Her book Cranford, a perfect

thing of its kind, immortalizes the timid gentlewoman who finds it

almost impossible to work for a living because it is not respectable.

Elizabeth Gaskell, born in the same epoch, and an irreproachable

wife and mother—wife of a minister to boot, albeit a Unitarian

one—entered into authorship with the hearty approval of all

concerned, and made a great success of it.

Known almost wholly as she is now by Cranford and the

Bronte biography, we do not realize that she wrote novels and

stories which attained great popularity. M. Guizot put her in the

best company when he said, "Miss Austen, Miss Bronte, Mrs.

Gaskell and George Eliot form a school which in their excellence

resembles the clouds of dramatic poets of the great Athenian age."

Mrs. Gaskell was also a delightful letter writer and a woman
of great personal charm. This is shown in her many friendships,

but more especially in her intimacy with Charlotte Bronte. What
delicacy and tact she must have possessed, as well as sterling

character, to have called forth a response from that shy sprite of

the moors, a tact even more in requisition in eliciting material for

the life of Charlotte, which old Patrick Bronte had appointed

Mrs. Gaskell to prepare. It was a happy combination of the right

person for the right job.

Subjects for Study

Early days—Family—Marriage.

Venture into authorship—First novels

—

Cranford.

Some of her friends—Florence Nightingale.

Charlotte Bronte—Meeting and friendship—Visit to Haworth—Writing

the biography.

The short stories—Later novels—Mrs. Gaskell as a letter writer— Esti-

mate of her character.

Special Reference :

Mrs. Gaskell and Her Friends, by E. S. Haldane.

Additional References

:

Sanders, Gerald De Witt. Elizabeth Gaskell.

Gaskell, Elizabeth. Life of Charlotte Bronte.
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George Eliot,, 1819-1880

Here is the dramatic study of a life-and-death struggle between
the romantic heart and classical mind of a great woman writer. The
Romieus show us from the Gallic point of view the two sides of

George Eliot in vivid contrast; on the one side her happiness in

divesting herself of religious superstition, in living with a man she

loved passionately but could not marry, and in writing the books

which brought her fame. On the other side, her unhappiness in

her ostracism by her family and girlhood friends, in the thought

that she could not be wife and mother, and in the conditions which
compelled her to hide her identity even in the authorship of her

books.

George Eliot and George Lewes were two extraordinary persons,

who saved each other in defiance of the world.

Subjects for Study

The awakening: Mary Ann Evans—Isey—Early life told in Mill on the

Floss—The apostate—Friends and neighbors.

New life: Editorial work in London—Herbert Spencer—George Lewes

—

George Eliot.

Evening of life: Wandering—Death of Lewes—Consolation from John
Cross.

George Eliot's novels.

Special Reference:

Life of George Eliot, by Emilie and Georges Romieu.

Additional References

:

Haldane, E. S. George Eliot and Her Times.

Fremantle, Anne. George Eliot.

Buckrose, J. E. Silhouette of Mary Ann: a Novel About George Eliot.
Kitchel, A. T. George Lewes and George Eliot.



CHAPTER TI

MOTHERS OF PRESIDENTS

Mary Ball Washington, 1707-1789

At a time when the eyes of the world are turning anew on our

great national hero. George Washington, it is most fitting that his

mother, the parent who had most to do with his bringing up. should

receive her due share of attention.

Little detail is known of her early life, but the Balls were a

prominent family both in England and America, and against the

background of their history Nancy Byrd Turner has most skilfullv

shown the little Colonial child, the young girl, filling in with

authentic descriptions of the surroundings and times. The country

of eastern Virginia, the three peninsulas, the very names—Wil-

liamsburg. Rappahannock. Fredericksburg—take on a new and

romantic lustre.

Contrasted with this glamour of the past is the character of

Mrs. Washington—strong, capable, reticent, proud. Early left a

widow, with rive young children and a farm, she proved her mettle

in the successful management of both.

The anxious mother is revealed in such episodes as her stopping

young George from enlisting in the Royal Navy, but more char-

acteristic seems the little scene after the surrender at Yorktown
when she is informed that "'his Excellency would soon be with her.

The story goes that the old lady repeated 'his Excellency' with an

intonation perilously like a sniff, and replied with measured dis-

tinctness that when George came she would be glad to see him."

But "'after all. on this occasion, her pride did get the better of her.

For in the tag-end of the tale she turns briskly to her little

wide-eyed negro maid and says sternly: 'Patsy, bring me a clean

white apron.'
"

Subjects for Study

The Ball family—Northern Neck—Miss Mary Ball.

Marriage—Motherhood—Widowhood—Ferry Farm.

George and his mother—Schooling—Enlistment prevented—The young
officer—The nation's hero.

Special Reference

:

The Mother of Washington, by Nancy Byrd Turner.

[ 18]
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Additional References:

Fitzpatrick, J. C. George Washington Himself.

De La Bedoyere, Michael. George Washington,: an English Judgment.
Little, Shelby. George Washington.

Rawson, Marion N. Candle Days.

Wilstach, Paul. Tidewater Virginia.

Sara Delano Roosevelt, 1854

—

From the mother of our first president to the mother of our

present one seems a far cry, a leap from colonial days to modernity,

and yet only sixty-five years elapsed between the death of Mary
Ball Washington and the birth of Sara Delano Roosevelt. Little

Sara Delano wore a mourning band for Abraham Lincoln, and
went out to China in a clipper ship in 1862. Her story would have
been well worth recording in its own right, although permission to

write it was not given until as "First Mother of the Land" she

realized that the President's country had a right to all the informa-

tion available about his life and about her own, since it surrounded
his.

What a full, interesting life she has had! Days in old Hong-
kong, in Paris at a time when children playing in the Bois could

watch the Empress Eugenie drive by with the little Prince Impe-
rial, school years in France and Germany, recollections of Jenny
Lind, Disraeli, of journeys up and down the United States in a

private car as James Roosevelt went about his railroad business,

of meetings and friendships with many of the greatest and best of

two continents.

When the young Franklin appears on the scene there are anec-

dotes and stories of his childhood and youth, his education, entrance
into politics, and subsequent career. In other words, here is the

intimate story of the development of his mind, character, and
political philosophy.

It is not possible to read Mrs. Kleeman's book without feeling

a strong and growing admiration for Mrs. Roosevelt's character,

and for her son's too. They were endowed with everything that

family and fortune could give, but they used these advantages so

wisely, for their own development and for the good of others. I can
think of no better campaign document for President Roosevelt's

second term than this life of his mother, if it could be distributed

and read all over the country.
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Subjects for Study

The family tree—Algonac and Fairhaven—China—Travel and study-

abroad—Young ladyhood at home.

Honeymoon—Happy days—Travels—A son grows up—A death.

A new beginning—Widening circles—Mother of the President—Eightieth

birthday.

Estimate of Mrs. Roosevelt—Of her son.

Special Reference:

Gracious Lady: the Life of Sara Delano Roosevelt, by Rita Halle

Kleeman.

Additional References

:

Roosevelt, Sara D. My Boy Franklin.

Johnson, Alvin P. Franklin D. Roosevelt's Colonial Ancestors.

Lindley, E. K. Franklin D. Roosevelt.

Moses, Belle. Franklin Delano Roosevelt, the Minute Man of 'S3.



CHAPTER VII

WIVES OF PRESIDENTS

Dolly Madison, 1768-1849

President's wives may come and go, play their part on the
Washington stage and leave a costume for remembrance, but Dolly
Madison will always remain the gracious hostess whose charm
and genuineness made her the "first" lady par excellence.

Her life span covered a most important period in the growth
of the new republic, and in knowing her we also meet Washington,
Madison, Monroe, La Fayette, both the Adamses, Jefferson, Ham-
ilton, and Aaron Burr, as well as their wives and daughters.

The story of Dolly Madison also involves something of the
history of Philadelphia, the building up of Washington as the
nation's capital, and the early days of the White House.

When Dolly Madison died in Washington, thirty-two years
after her reign there as mistress, the whole nation mourned.

Subjects for Study

Girlhood—Philadelphia—First marriage.
James Madison—Dolly Madison receives—The War of 1812.
Rebuilding the capital—La Fayette's visit—Retirement to Montpelier—

Later life.

Special Reference:

Dolly Madison, the Nation's Hostess, by Elizabeth L. Dean.

Additional References:

Bradford, Gamaliel. Wives. (Contains Mrs. Madison and Mrs. Lincoln.)
Minnigerode, Meade. Some American Ladies. (Martha Washington,

Abigail Adams, Dolly Madison, Elizabeth Monroe and Louisa
Adams, Rachel Jackson, Peggy Eaton.)

Richards, Laura E. Abigal Adams and Her Times.

Mary Todd Lincoln, 1818-1882

In the past few years there have been not a few psycho-
analytical biographies, which have attempted with more or less
success to analyze the actions of those who lived and died before
the principles of Freud and his followers were remotely anticipated.
Dr. William A. Evans' Mrs. Abraham Lincoln, however, is some-
what different.

[21]
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It might be called a pathological biography in that it is written

by a physician who studies Mrs. Lincoln's ancestors and descend-

ants from a professional viewpoint, seeking to discover from her

inheritance the reason for her peculiar behavior and final mental

breakdown.

This makes a most interesting book. It describes Mary Todd's

home environment, her superior education, marriage to Lincoln,

successful motherhood, and homemaking under conditions of pov-

erty. Her life goes along normally enough until Lincoln is elected

President and Mrs. Lincoln goes to New York to shop. From that

time on more and more kinks develop in her character until finally

she is declared definitely insane. To be sure^. Washington society

turned its back on her. but neither this nor the tragedy of Lincoln's

death is enough to account for her many peculiarities.

Dr. Evans makes out a good case for the accused, and we as

impartial jury have to admit that Mrs. Lincoln has been harshly

sentenced in the past, for she was not wholly responsible for her

actions.

Subjects for Study

Some of her ancestors—Immediate family—Childhood and education.

Life in Lexington—Springfield—Lincoln—Marriage.

Their early life together—Children—Politics.

President's wife—Shopping—Debts—Washington society—Lincoln's as-

sassination.

Mrs. Lincoln in Chicago—Travel abroad with Tad—Trial for sanity.

In a sanitorium—Release—Life in Europe—Pension fight—Death.

Summary of her character.

Special Reference:

Mrs. Abraham Lincoln: a Study of Her Personality and Her Influence

on Lincoln., by William A. Evans.

Additional Preferences

:

Barton, William E. The Women Lincoln Loved.

Bradford, Gamaliel. Wives.

Helm, Katherine. The True Story of Mary, Wife of Lincoln.

Morrow, Honore W. Mary Todd Lincoln.

Sandbury, Carl, & Angle, Paul M. Mary Lincoln.



CHAPTER VIII

QUEENS OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY—IN FRANCE

Margaret of Navarre, 1492—1549

Margaret of Navarre's claim to fame was long limited to the
authorship of the Heptameron. Next she was seen as the possibly
too adoring sister of Francis I, using her gentle influence in behalf
of religious tolerance and personal magnanimity. But she was a
far more significant figure than this. In her time she was inter-

nationally famous as a great lady and bluestocking for her passion-
ate interest in ideas, her patronage of scholars and poets, her
correspondence with notable personages. For years she was virtu-
ally queen of the brilliant court of Francis. Her dangerous embassy
to Spain to treat with Charles V for her brother's release from
imprisonment was a mission of the highest importance, which she
performed with extraordinary courage, shrewdness and tact.

The reverse side of her brilliant public career was the life of
a woman eagerly reaching out for emotional and spiritual fulfil-

ment but frustrated again and again, not only by current prejudices
and brutalities but by her own inner confusions. Her part in the
establishment of the College de France was the brightest jewel in
her crown. According to some historians she was the main force
behind it. Samuel Putnam treats her as "the first woman of the
modern world," the historical forerunner of the New Woman and
the feminist.

Subjects for Study

Louise of Savoy—Birth of her children—The "Trinity."
Margaret's personal life—Marriages—Child.
Margaret and Francis.

Summary of her character.

The Heptameron.

Special Reference

:

Marguerite of Navarre, by Samuel Putnam.

Additional References

:

Hackett, Francis. Francis the First.

Margaret of Navarre. Heptameron.

[23]
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Catherine de' Medici, 1519-1589

Margaret of Navarre's influence over her brother Francis was
in some measure assumed by the young daughter-in-law Catherine,

whose loveless marriage to the King's son Henry must have em-
bittered and warped her youth. Catherine de' Medici, wife of a

king of France and mother of three other French kings, doubtless

took revenge when power was in her hands for the long years of

obscurity and humiliation. With the accession in turn of her sons,

Charles IX and Henry III, she attained to the full scope of her

powers and ambition. It was a period of terrors and passions, when
France was torn by the wars of religion, when Catherine played
every possibility as a means to consolidate her power at home and
abroad. Shadowed by many rumors of poisonings, forever connected

with the dread climax of the wars, the Massacre of St. Bartholo-

mew, Catherine de' Medici is shown as a strong personality whose
methods and characteristics were fully in accord with the ruthless

spirit of her times.

Subjects for Study

Duchessina—Dauphiness.

Queen-Consort—Queen-Regent—Queen-Mother.
Catherine's character, in the light of her times.

Special Reference:

Life and Times of Catherine de' Medici, by Francis Watson.

Additional References

:

Van Dyke, Paul. Catherine de Medicis.

Young, G. F. The Medici.

Hackett, Francis. Francis the First.

Seely, Grace H. Diane the Huntress: the Life and Times of Diane de
Poitiers.



CHAPTER IX

QUEENS OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY—IN
GREAT BRITAIN

Mary Stuart, 1543—1587

Mary Stuart, Queen of Scotland and heir to the British throne,
bridges the gap between Catherine de' Medici and the age of
Elizabeth. For a few years she knew the one as a mother-in-law.
She became a prisoner of the other for the last twenty years of her
life. Between the French and English periods she really lived—
intensely, tempestuously—and was a different person. Says Stefan
Zweig: "The subject of Mary will always be fascinating because
of a certain quality of mystery and secrecy about her. As so often
happens in life, this woman had one great moment of passion. All
the tragedy of Mary's life was packed into two years of her forty-
four—the two years of great passion with Bothwell."

Much has been written about Mary, in prose, poetry, and drama,
but Zweig's life of her seems to combine aU three arts. He draws'
a convincing and unforgettable portrait, fully authenticated by
historical evidence. Where other biographers have become violently
partisan he has given a clear and dispassionate analysis, not only
of Mary, but of the people surrounding her. It is to be hoped that
he continues with a similar study of Queen Elizabeth.

Subjects for Study

Girlhood in France—Return to Scotland—Opposing triumvirate.
Religious tolerance—Negotiations with Elizabeth—Suitors—Marriage to

Darnley.

Defeat of Moray-Riccio—Birth of Prince James—Darnley's murder.
Marriage to Bothwell—Lochleven-Escape to England and imprisonment.
Treatment in prison—Many plots—Trial—Execution.

Special Reference:

Mary Queen of Scotland and the Isles, by Stefan Zweig.

A dditional References :

Baring, Maurice. In my End is my Beginning.
Dakers, A. H. The Tragic Queen: a Study of Mary Queen of Scots.
Gorman, H. S. The Scottish Queen.
Parry, E. A. Persecution of Mary Stewart.
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Elizabeth Tudor, 1533—1603

One might have ventured the opinion that only one other woman

in the history of all time had been the inspiration of more study,

had been more minutely dissected and analyzed, than Mary Queen

of Scots, and that woman was her royal cousin and "sister,"

Elizabeth of England. In 1928 there were in print in America

fourteen books relating to Mary, fifteen about Elizabeth; and

between 1928 and 1935 there have been seventeen more about

Mary, eighteen for Elizabeth. Elizabeth leads only by a neck!

Her recent biographers take full advantage of the research of

the past and do more than well by their fascinating subject. In

The Tudor Wench Elswyth Thane describes Elizabeth's childhood

and girlhood, precarious and threatening years which are often too

hurriedly passed by in attempting to understand the queen who was

to come. Her imprisonment at the hands of her half-sister Queen

Mary might have prepared her for a less harsh treatment of Mary

of Scotland. The situation was similar however—a childless queen

fearful that the heir to her throne might also be the cause of her

overthrow—and probably Elizabeth did not dare to show mercy.

Professor Neale of the University of London has cast aside

footnotes and other obvious marks of documentation to give the

best biography of Elizabeth up to the present time, a witty and

readable narrative of the woman ruler, including a live presentation

of Shakespeare's England—the intensity, the pageantry, the humor,

the feuds, the corruption and the greatness of the age.

Subjects for Study

The Princess

Childhood and associates—Henry's queens—Elizabeth's mother—Court

banishment.

Fernando the page—Thomas Seymour—Persecution.

Edward—Court intrigues—Lady Jane Grey—Mary as Queen.

Marriage proposals—Elizabeth's precarious position—Her strength and

sincerity—Elizabeth of England.

The Queen

A woman ruler—The marriage problem—Foreign policy.

Mary Queen of Scots—The succession—Rebellions and plots.

The Armada—Essex—Passing of the Queen.

Elizabeth's character, its strength and weakness.
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Special References

:

The Tudor Wench, by Elswyth Thane.

Queen Elizabeth, by J. E. Neale.

Additional References :

Waldman, Milton. England's Elizabeth.

Strachey, G. L. Elizabeth and Essex.

Hackett, Francis. Henry the Eighth.

Davis, W. S. Life in Elizabethan Days.



CHAPTER X

A NORTHERN POET AND A SOUTHERN ONE

Emily Dickinson, 1830-1886

"To fight aloud is very brave,

But gallanter, I know,

Who charge within the bosom

The cavalry of woe.

Who win, and nations do not see,

Who fall, and none observe,

Whose dying eyes no country

Regards with patriot love."

Genevieve Taggard's Life and Mind of Emily Dickinson is in

the best traditions of a detective story, in spite of its delicacy and
dainty elusiveness. Perhaps it would be more accurate to say in

spite of Emily Dickinson's elusiveness. So little is actually known
of her inner life, her real thoughts and feelings. But Miss Taggard,
who has studied all that can be found about her and is thoroughly

steeped in her poetry, is deft at taking a line of verse, a scrap of

a letter, and thereby tracing out the undercurrents in the life of

the "Amherst recluse."

What a strange, narrow existence for a young woman born of

the best New England families, and provided with every comfort!

The similarity in the jealous affection of the two fathers of gifted

daughters, Mr. Barrett and Mr. Dickinson, is very marked. And
yet Elizabeth Barrett, apparently the frailer of the daughters, was
the one who broke away, while the very strength of Emily's love

for her father kept her chained to him, continually denying the

importunate lover. And out of that life of inward communing blos-

somed the poetry called by Conrad Aiken "perhaps the finest by a

woman in the English language."

Subjects for Study

The Dickinsons—Amherst and the college—Emily's education.

Young ladyhood—Leonard Humphrey—George Gould.
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Edward Dickinson, the parent—Family relationships—Correspondence
and friendship with Mr. Higginson.

Later life and friends.

The poetry.

Special Reference

:

Life and Mind of Emily Dickinson, by Genevieve Taggard.

Additional References:

Bianchi, Martha D. Life and Letters.

Dickinson, Emily. Letters.

Jenkins, MacGregor. Emily Dickinson, Friend and Neighbor.
Pollitt, Josephine. Emily Dickinson, the Human Background of Her

Poetry.

LlZETTE WOODWORTH REESE, 1856-

"A book may be a flower

That blows;

A road to a far town;

A roof, a well, a tower;

A book

May be a staff, a crook."

In the life of Emily Dickinson the author extracted the clues

to personality and character and filled in the picture as far as she
was able. In Miss Reese's Victorian Village and York Road the
reader must find the poet for himself. To be sure these charming
books were not written primarily as biography, but the biography
is there, and from their pages shines out a clear portrait—perhaps
in lovely pastel shades—in strong contrast to the mistiness of Emily
Dickinson.

The York Road is a treasure trove of memories of the simple
yet rich country life in Maryland many years ago. It is a book to

be read and enjoyed slowly, a poet's book, prose, yet full of
poetic imagery—"frail-tinted flowers," "drowsy-smelling stuff,"

"And roses? A June's worth." We hear the tinkle of the scissors-

grinder's bell, the bees in Johanna's garden, old Simon singing
"Meh Lawd He lubs de sinnah, Meh Lawd." We see Gildy telling

fortunes, and cannot help but suspect the identity of Miss Lizzie:
"Yo* nevah marry, Miss Lizzie."

"Now, Gildy!"

"No'm. He go away."

And he did.
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Subjects for Study

A little girl's life in the sixties—Her dosing, reading, schooling, and

play.

Life on the York Road—Bridges—Markets—Furniture and gardens

—

Churches.

Character sketches—Mis' Stone—Gildy—Old Simon—Johanna.

Special Reference:

The York Road, by Lizette Woodworth Reese.

Additional Reference:

Reese, Lizette W. A Victorian Village.



CHAPTER XI

AMERICAN ARTISTS

Cecilia Beaux, 1863-

Writers very often—I could almost say usually in these days

of self-expression—sooner or later look on themselves as subjects

and bare their souls in a book, but the autobiography of an artist

is rare. Cecilia Beaux's Background with Figures is rare in every

sense, a noble book. Undoubtedly she could have won renown as a

writer, perhaps a poet, had she not devoted herself to painting.

Herein is shown not only the art of the brush, but a delicate touch

of mind and heart that places in an exquisite light all over which
it passes. Surely none of the figures against the background could

feel anything but pleasure in their appearance.

As for the actual painting, what interesting revelations there

are regarding an artist's technique, and the preparation that goes

toward the making of a portrait before a brush stroke is put on
the canvas.

Miss Beaux is a great artist and a great woman, but she is far

from saying so herself. The only praise of her work which she

permits herself to quote is in the appendix, and in French! But
friendship may be a high witness to worth, more particularly the

friendship of such men as Clemenceau and Cardinal Mercier, and
we are grateful for her verbal pictures of them no less than for

the actual portraits.

Subjects for Study

Childhood and first impressions—Education—Class and studio.

Study abroad—Paris—Brittany—Travel in Italy—An English visit.

The war portraits—Cardinal Mercier—Clemenceau—Beatty.

Special Reference

:

Background with Figures, by Cecilia Beaux.

Additional References :

Kirkland, Winifred & Francis. Girls Who Became Artists.

Jackman, R. E. American Arts.

Neuhaus, Eugen. History and Ideals of American Art.
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Laura E. Richards, 1850-

You may ask, by what right is Mrs. Richards here included as

an artist? According to the definition of that word in Webster's

dictionary, an artist is "one who professes and practices an art in

which imagination and taste preside over the execution." Therefore

it is plain that in every activity of her life Mrs. Richards well

deserves the title.

To read her book Stepping Westward is to dwell for a while

at the very heart of the old New England culture, Oliver Wendell
Holmes's "Brahmin caste," where generations of gentle breeding,

accustomed from birth to the best of literature, art, music, produce

successive families of the finest character and ideals to carry on

the torch. In these households family life is a beautiful and har-

monious thing. Dignity, respect, and order reign, and a sheltered

youth seems no bad preparation for life.

In place of the countless array of books on child psychology

and rearing which confront the bewildered young mother of today,

I should like to substitute this Stepping Westward of Mrs. Richards.

Scattered through its pages is the quintessence of simple good sense

about children and their bringing up.

This is only one side of a book full of treasures. Great names
flit across its pages—Julia Ward Howe, Charles Sumner, Laura

Bridgman, Edwin Arlington Robinson; there it gives New England
local and social history, modest allusion to authorship, and last of

all a picture of a happy old couple in their eighties, active, useful,

beloved.

Subjects for Study

Home and parents—Youth—Travel—Marriage.

Gardner, Maine—Authorship—Camp Merryweather.

Mrs. Richards' ideas about bringing up children.

Special Reference:

Stepping Westward, by Laura E. Richards.

Additional References

:

Richards, L. E. Two Noble Lives. (Samuel Gridley Howe and Julia

Ward Howe.)

Richards, L. E., & Elliott, Maud Howe. Julia Ward Howe, 1819-1910.

Richards, L. E. Samuel Gridley Howe.
Richards, L. E. Laura Bridgman: the Story of an Opened Door.



CHAPTER XII

BEHIND THE FOOTLIGHTS—THE BALLET

Anna Pavlova, 1885-1931

Pavlova and Karsavina! How supreme in their art, and what
contrasts in character! The latter we in America can know only
through reputation, but thanks to Pavlova's self-impelled mission
to dance in all corners of the globe, many have seen and marvelled
over this primissima ballerina.

Pavlova had no private life, no existence apart from her career.
She was devoted to dancing with every particle of her being, and
it is hard to realize that she was a mere woman, so much was she
the embodiment of the Spirit of the Dance.

It is absolutely impossible to know exactly what she looked like,
in spite of many pictures. Her face changes with every dance and
costume. One sees "The Swan," or "The Fairy Doll," or "Giselle,"
or "The Dragon Fly," but never Pavlova. She was complete mis-
tress of the intricacies of the ballet, but believed that it should
be merely the tool of the individual. Her fame therefore rests not
on technical innovations, but on the perfection of her own per-
formance—now, alas, only a memory.

All this has been admirably shown in two recent biographies.
Andre Oliveroff, an American member of Pavlova's troupe, her
first classical dancer for a number of years, gives his reminiscences
and anecdotes of her character and career from the point of view
of a fellow artist. Somewhat more detached is Walford Hyden,
her musical director and pianist. Pavlova had her faults of tempera-
ment, even her musical limitations, and these are clearly indicated,
but transcending all else is the genius of the vivid, electric creature
that was Anna Pavlova, "the butterfly who could never stop flutter-
ing until she fell dead."

Subjects for Study

The dancer—Her genius—Manner of working—Tours.
The woman—Temperament—Management of the company—Personal

traits.

Her repertoire—Ballets and divertissements—Last act.
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Special References

:

Flight of the Swan: a Memory of Anna Pavlova, by Andre Oliveroff.

Pavlova: the Genius of the Dance, by Walford Hyden.

Additional References

:

Haskell, Arnold. Balletomania.

Haskell, Arnold. Diaghilef.

Nijinsky, Romola. Nijinsky.

Stokes, Adrian. To-night the Ballet.

Propert, W. A. Russian Ballet, 1921-1929.

Tamara Karsavina

Karsavina is probably almost as fine a performer as Pavlova,

but she seems more of a human being, and in her delightful book

Theatre Street—imagine Pavlova writing a book!—she tells of

the terrific and prolonged training that is necessary to become a

star in the Russian ballet. There are also interesting descriptions

of Karsavina's home life, St. Petersburg before the war, the

Diaghileff tours, and the theatre in war time.

We are glad to learn, on the authority of Barrie, that Theatre

Street in some form still goes on.

Subjects for Study

Father and mother—First dancing lessons—The Imperial School—Life

of a pupil.

The Marinsky Theatre—First leading role—Dancers and ballet masters.

Diaghileff—Tours—Nijinsky.

War and revolution—Escape.

Special Reference

:

Theatre Street, by Tamara Karsavina.

Additional References

:

For further references, see under Pavlova.



CHAPTER XIII

BEHIND THE FOOTLIGHTS—THE STAGE

Ellen Terry, 1848-1928

Ellen Terry's memoirs, first published in serial form in 1907,

have been called "One of the finest autobiographies in the English
language." The publication in 1931 of the Shaw-Terry correspond-

ence proved again her fresh and natural literary genius. Ellen
Terry lived for twenty years after the first publication of The
Story of My Life. Her daughter, Edith Craig, who was with her

constantly until she died, and Christopher St. John, who collabo-

rated with her on the original book, have now completed her fas-

cinating story.

Critical opinion of the memoirs of actors and actresses is gen-
erally biased by an old tradition that the greatest of them are stupid
outside of their own art. Surely there was never a more brilliant

exception to such a prejudice than Ellen Terry. In the story of her
life she writes with a vividness, a grace, and above all with a direct-

ness and penetration which make it a great piece of personal litera-

ture.

Subjects for Study

A child of the stage—Brief marriage—Six years in the country^Back
to the theatre.

Henry Irving—Lyceum days—America—The Macbeth period—Jubilee.
Last days in the theatre—War—Ariel imprisoned—Ariel set free.

Selected passages might be read.

Special Reference

:

Ellen Terry's Memoirs, by Edith Craig and Christopher St. John.

Additional References

:

Ellen Terry and Bernard Shaw: a Correspondence.
Craig, Gordon. Ellen Terry and Her Secret Self.

Gordon, Lady Duff. Discretions and Indiscretions.

Sarah Bernhardt, 1844-1923

Sarah Bernhardt both could and did write about herself, but
there is so much that she did not tell in her autobiography, so

much that is colored by her own feelings and personality, that it

[35]
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is better to trust to the pens of others in finding out as much as can

be known about one of the most spectacular actresses who ever

lived. Few women have led so tumultuous a life as this frail and
violent creature who began her stage career scorned by the audi-

ence, ridiculed by the press, and who ended with the world at her

feet.

Mr. Baring writes almost wholly of Bernhardt as an artist. Of
her private life he says: "It does not matter, for it did not really

exist." Nevertheless, we are interested to know about it, and to

find in M. Geller's biography a well-rounded life, including the

eccentricities, the procession of lovers, the restless search for other

outlets such as painting, sculpture, and writing. Always, however,

she was drawn back to the stage, where her abounding vitality, her

"golden voice," kept her supreme before the public to an incredible

old age.

Subjects for Study

The child—Her background—Early education—The Conservatoire.

Early failures—The Odeon—The Theatre Francais.

Celebrity—Success in foreign countries.

Sarah Bernhardt as an artist.

Her private life.

Most famous plays and roles.

The brave finale.

Special References

:

Sarah Bernhardt, by G. G. Geller.

Sarah Bernhardt, by Maurice Baring.

Additional References

:

Charpentier, Henri. Life a la Henri.

Thomas, Elisabeth Finley. Ladies, Lovers and Other People.



CHAPTER XIV

MODERN AMERICAN NOVELISTS, I

Gertrude Atherton, 1857-

Mary Roberts Rinehart, 1876-

It is said that every person is capable of one good story, this

being of course the tale of their own life and experience. The
adage would seem to be underscored by the autobiographies of

Gertrude Atherton and Mary Roberts Rinehart. Skilled writers

though they are, with many novels and great popularity to their

credit, they haVe outdone themselves in their own stories, and I

should place each life as far and away the best of their writings.

Both are women of great charm, who have seized every oppor-

tunity to extract the utmost out of life; both played a valuable

part during the World War; both have told us how they did it.

But there all similarity ceases.

Mrs. Atherton is a loyal Californian, but she is also a citizen of

the world, a free lance. Early widowed, her love of independence

and hatred of routine developed into a passion, and she doubts the

wisdom of an artist's every marrying.

The scenes of her books are laid in many countries, and to get

the proper background and atmosphere she journeyed to all these

placed and stayed in them, usually in some quiet little lodging or

small hotel. But when a book is finished Mrs. Atherton emerges

into society, and so wide is her circle of friends that it would almost

seem that those whom she does not know are hardly worth knowing.

Her anecdotes and stories about them are among the most interest-

ing parts of the Adventures.

Mrs. Rinehart, for all her successful authorship, is first of all

a devoted wife and mother. Her family always comes first, and
rare has been her talent in combining the two careers. One faculty

which must have helped her greatly sparkles through the pages of

My Story, her keen sense of humor. She frequently pokes fun at

herself in the most delightful way.

It may be that neither of these women has written a book which
will be of enduring fame, but in their own characters, as repre-

sentative of the best of gallant and gifted American womanhood,
may their names be immortal!

[ 37]
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Subjects for Study

Mrs. Atherton

The novelist, her life, travels, and friends.

Something about her books.

Special Reference

:

Adventures of a Novelist, by Gertrude Atherton.

Additional References

:

Atherton, Gertrude. California, an Intimate History.

Atherton, Gertrude. White Morning.

Gerould, Katherine Fullerton. The Aristocratic West.

Mrs. Rinehart

Nurse—Doctor's wife—Mother of three boys—Government agent—Writer.

Novels—Short stories—Journalism.

The war work of the two writers.

Special Reference :

My Story, by Mary Roberts Rinehart.

Add itional R efe re rices

:

Books by Mrs. Rinehart which deal with her own experiences:

Kings, Queens and Pawns.

Through Glacier Park.

The Out Trail.



CHAPTER XV

MODERN AMERICAN NOVELISTS, II

Edith Wharton, 1862-

A Backward Glance, the reminiscences of Edith Wharton, is

much more than the story of a writer who properly belongs in the

great tradition. For one thing, an intensely interesting description

is given of the fashionable world of the old New York into which

Mrs. Wharton was born, the colorful society of Dutch and colonial

origins which moved with good manners, grace, and probity through

the glamorous Seventies and Eighties. Its people, its customs, its

prejudices and its virtues are viewed with unusual wisdom. From
another angle, the volume chronicles the life of a woman who has

become a true cosmopolite. From the fashionable towns of America

she visited England, France, Italy, ultimately making a permanent

residence in France. Her friends were some of the choicest spirits

of the times. Most important of all is the artist's frank discussion

of her creative processes and her literary credos. Much of her

writing is ephemeral, but Ethan Frame, The Age of Innocence, and

now A Backward Glance, have surely won permanent places on

the American bookshelf.

Subjects for Study

Background and childhood—Newport in the Seventies.

Marriage—Friendships and travels.

Beginning to write—Henry James.

London—Paris—Other countries.

The War.

"The story-telling process."

Estimate of Edith Wharton's writings.

Special Reference

:

A Backward Glance, by Edith Wharton.

Additional References

:

Wharton, Edith. 'Ethan Frome.
Wharton, Edith. The Age of Innocence.

Akins, Zoe. The Old Maid: Dramatized from the Novel by Edith Whar-
ton. (Pulitzer Prize Play, 1935.)
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Mary Ellen Chase, 1887-

A Maine village a generation ago, a little girl keeping a baby

asleep by judicious swayings of its cradle, but all the time absorbed

in a book and keeping an eye out for the driveway and, if she saw

her father coming, a swift hiding of one of Miss Alcott's stories or

something equally frivolous and substitution of Froissart's Chroni-

cles or Creasy's Decisive Battles and approval from her parent as

he looked to see what she was reading—the picture is one of a mul-

titude drawn by Mary Ellen Chase in these reminiscences of her

youth.

Her youthful love of books has borne fruit in the Smith College

Chair of English Literature, and she is the author of numerous

volumes of various kinds. She has written this new one, she says,

solely with the purpose of making "an honest presentation of the

ideas and ideals under which so many millions were reared," of

drawing a true picture of a typical American rural scene, such a

scene as formed the background and the molding conditions during

formative years of multitudes of the middle-aged men and women of

today. Although she writes of New England life, she does not think

her picture sectional, because New England influenced so widely

and profoundly the homes, the ideals, the characters and the mental

and spiritual attitudes of masses of people over wide areas of the

country.

She pictures the environment of her childhood and sketches in

some entertaining vignettes of her forebears. She tells about her

childhood, the "chores" apportioned to each youthful member of

the family, the games and pastimes, Constancy the cow and Richard

Mansfield, the exotic and dearly beloved ass from the Far West;

the gypsies and Indians and peddlers and others who gave tang

and pungency to life, the religious concepts and influences under

which her youth was spent. She reminisces also concerning the

early schooling of herself and her sisters, their reading and their

experiences at the University of Maine. There is a chapter about a

year spent as teacher in a district school, which was an experience

so fruitful that, notwithstanding its toils and discomforts, she is

thankful to have had it.

She evaluates the disciplines and enrichments of such a youth as

she has described and finds them very great indeed for individual

and social guidance and fortitude during such periods as the world
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has since gone through. Miss Chase uses the English language

with exceptional skill, grace and charm. It is a pleasure to dip into

her book anywhere just for the sake of the felicity with which she

clothes her thought. An undercurrent of quiet humor constantly

pervades her portrayal as she looks back upon the girl that was

she thirty or more years ago.

—New York Times

Subjects for Study

This book could best be presented by a background sketch of the village

scene and selected readings.

Special Reference:

A Goodly Heritage, by Mary Ellen Chase.

Additional References

:

Chase, Mary Ellen. Mary Peters.

Chase, Mary Ellen. Silas Crockett.

Verrill, A. H. Romantic and Historic Maine.

Carroll, Gladys Hasty. As the Earth Turns.

Coffin, R. P. T. Lost Paradise.

Coffin, R. P. T. Red Sky in the Morning.



CHAPTER XVI

PIONEERS OF OUR DAY

Martha Berry, 1866-

Martha Berry is a southern gentlewoman who gave up a life

of cultured ease to devote her time, her property, and herself to

the education of the white people in the mountains of southern

Appalachia.

It began with telling Bible stories in a little cabin near her

Georgia home to three ragged urchins one Sunday afternoon in

1900. In 1932 it is continuing in this same place in modern schools

and a great college.

Tracy Byers, whom we suspect as the young teacher who
wanted to leave to enlist for the war but finally stayed where the

greater duty called, has told the story well. It is fascinating to

read of the steady enlargement of the school, new buildings added,

new subjects taught, Miss Berry's trips north for the funds which

are always forthcoming at her plea, with every now and then the

reward of a fairly-godmother-like gift.

But even more fascinating are the tales of Miss Berry's trips

into the mountains searching for pupils, the conversations and

visits with the mountain people, and glimpses of their life. We
want more, and can only hope that the busy founder of the Berry

Schools will some day take a little time off to write her own

reminiscences.

Subjects for Study

The Berry home—The cabin—Inception of the idea.

Getting a school—Getting pupils—Getting money.

Distinguished guests—Mountain visiting.

Recognition and rewards.

Special Reference :

Martha Berry: the Sunday Lady of Possum Trot, by Tracy Byers.

Additional References

:

Enslow, Ella & Harlow, Alvin. Schoolhouse in the Foothills.

Furman, Lucy. Quare Women. (Hindman settlement school in Knotl

County, Kentucky.)

Kephart, Horace. Our Southern Highlanders.

[42]
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Anne Morrow Lindbergh, 1906-

North to the Orient is Anne Morrow Lindbergh's personal story

of the "survey flight over the great circle route from New York to

Tokio" made by the Lindberghs during the summer of 1931. It

possesses in full measure those qualities essential to a travel nar-

rative of the first rank: sincerity, humor, the gift of seeing and the

modesty of genuine achievement. And, since Anne Lindbergh hap-

pens to be Anne Lindbergh, it should be said that her book stands

firmly on its own feet, independent of any interest in other Lind-

bergh achievements; it would have lost nothing of its charm had
the story, as she relates it, been concerned with a similar flight

made by obscure Smiths, Joneses or Browns.

Many of her vivid pages are descriptive of her experiences as

official radio operator on this flight over the great circle course.

With her gift for sharing an adventure with the reader, she admits

us to the cockpit. There we live through all that she herself experi-

enced; we vainly try to "contact" Nome. We know that fuel is

running out and that a landing must be made before dark, but we
don't know at what hour it will be dark in Nome, and we make
repeated efforts to secure this necessary information.

Mrs. Lindbergh not only admits us to a part of her adventures

but also to the running accompaniment of ideas and emotions which
spring from these adventures. On approaching their first landing

in the Soviet she wonders, the Soviets being supremely modern, how
she will fit into their concept of life. She questions whether or not

she is a modern woman. True, she flies a modern airplane and
uses a modern radio, but, she says, it is "not as a modern woman's
career, only as the wife of a modern man." Her occupation? To
that, her answer would be simply, "Married."

Thus, and I am sure quite unconsciously, Mrs. Lindbergh re-

stores to its ancient dignity the status of wife : not, however, by any
means of that variety long ago justly dubbed "parasitic," but of

that wifehood which is in itself one of the high careers, involving

courage, sacrifice, comradeship and laughter.

—Blair Niles
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Subjects for Study

The route—Preparation—Take-off—The radio.

Baker Lake—Aklavik—Point Barrow.

Dark—Fog—The singing sailors—A fisherman's hut.

Japan—Stowaway—A river—Wall of Nanking.

The floods—The most beautiful pagoda.

Special Reference

:

North to the Orient, by Anne Morrow Lindbergh.

Additional References

:

Lindbergh, Charles A. We.
Haines, Lynn & Dora B. The Lindberghs.

O'Brien, P. J. The Lindberghs.

Nicolson, Harold. Dwight Morrow.
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SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS

First Meeting: Trail Blazers of the Nineteenth Century

Date

1. Lucy Stone

2. Sarah Josepha Hale

Second Meeting: Trail Blazers of the Twentieth Century

Date

1. Jane Addams
2. Charlotte Perkins Gilman

Third Meeting: Women in French History—Force

Date..

1. Joan of Arc

2. Charlotte Corday

Fourth Meeting: Women in French History—Influence

Date

1. Jeanne Du Barry

2. Engenie

Fifth Meeting: English Writers of the Last Century

Date

1. Charlotte Bronte

2. Elizabeth Gaskell

3. George Eliot

Sixth Meeting: Mothers of Presidents Date

1. Mary Ball Washington

2. Sarah Delano Roosevelt

Seventh Meeting: Wives of Presidents Date

1. Dolly Madison

2. Mary Todd Lincoln

Eighth Meeting: Queens of the Sixteenth Century—In France

Date

1. Margaret of Navarre

2. Catherine de' Medici
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Eighth Meeting: Queens of the Sixteenth Century—In France

Date
1. Mary Stuart

2. Elizabeth Tudor

Tenth Meeting: A Northern Poet and a Southern One

Date
1. Emily Dickinson

2. Lizette Woodworth Reese

Eleventh Meeting: American Artists Date

1. Cecilia Beaux
2. Laura E. Richards

Twelfth Meeting: Behind the Footlights—The Ballet

Date
1. Anna Pavlova

2. Tamara Karsavina

Thirteenth Meeting: Behind the Footlights—The Stage

Date
1. Ellen Terry

2. Sarah Bernhardt

Fourteenth Meeting: Modern American Novelists, I

Date
1. Gertrude Atherton

2. Mary Roberts Rinehart

Fifteenth Meeting: Modern American Novelists, II

Date
1. Edith Wharton
2. Mary Ellen Chase

Sixteenth Meeting: Pioneers of our Day Date

1. Martha Berry

2. Anne Morrow Lindbergh
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Vol. VIII, No. 8. Studies in Taxation. North Carolina Club Yearbook 1927-1928
Price 50c.

Vol. IX, No. 4. The Classification of Property for Taxation. Debate Handbook.
Compiled by E. R. Rankin. Price 50c.

Vol. IX, No. 5. Country Life in North Carolina. North Carolina Club Yearbook.
1928-1929. Price 25c.

Vol. IX, No. 8. Plays for Schools and Little Theatres. Frederick H. Koch and
Nettina Strobach. Price 25c.

V Ol. A, IV O. 2. Contemporary Industrial Processes. North Carolina Club Year-
book. 1929-1930. Price 75C.

VOL A, JNO. 4. Southern Conference on Education. Proceedings, 1929. Price 50c.

Vol. X, No. 5. Independence for the Philippines. Debate Handbook. Compiled
by E. R. Rankin. Price 50c.

Vol. X, No. 9. Southern Conference on Education. Proceedings, 1930. Price 50c.

Vol. XI, No. 3. Compulsory Unemployment Insurance. Debate Handbook. Com-
piled by E. R. Rankin. Price 25c.

Vol. XI, No. 6. A Two-Year Course in Spanish, with Suggestions for a Third
Year. Price 25c.

Vol. XI, No. 7. Southern Conference on Education. Proceedings, 1931. Price 50c.

Vol. XII, No. 4. Taxation in North Carolina. Price 25c.

Vol. XII, No. 5. The Sales Tax. Debate Handbook. Compiled by E. R. Rankin.
Price 50c.

Vol. XIII, No. 3. Radio Control and Operation. Debate Handbook. Compiled by
E. R. Rankin. Price 50c.

Vol. XIV, No. 2. Federal Aid to Education. Debate Handbook. Compiled by
E, R. Rankin. Price 50c.

Vol. XIV, No. 3. Academic Contests for North Carolina High Schools. Announce-
ments for the year 1934-35. Free.

Vol. XIV, No. 6. Correspondence Instruction. 1935-1936. Free.

Vol. XV, No. 1. Play Producing for Schools and Little Theatres. Frederick H.
Koch and staff members of the Carolina Playmakers.
Price 50c.

Vol. XV, No. 2. Socialization of Medicine. Debate Handbook. Compiled by
E. R. Rankin. Price 50c.

MONEY ORDERS, CHECKS, OR STAMPS ACCEPTED
ADDRESS: UNIVERSITY EXTENSION DIVISION,

Chapel Hill, N. C.
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STUDY OUTLINES PUBLISHED AS
EXTENSION BULLETINS

Single Copies, 50 cents. (In North Carolina, 25 cents.)
Copies sent on approval anywhere in the United States.

ADVENTURES IN READING SERIES
Current Books of 1928-192U. C. S. Love. 1924.
Current Books for 192U-1925. C. S. Love. 1925.
Current Books for 1925-1926. C. S. Love. 1926.
Current Books for 1926-1927. Russell Potter. 1927.
Current Books for 1928-1929. Russell Potter. 1929.
Current Books for 1929-1980. M. N. and R. P. Bond. 1930.
Current Books for 1980-1981. M. N. and R. P. Bond. 1931.
Current Books for 1981-1982. M. N. Bond. 1933.
Current Books for 1988. M. N. Bond. 1934.

LITERATURE: SOUTHERN, AMERICAN, FOREIGN
Contemporary Southern Literature. H. M. Jones. 1928.
Southern Literature. Addison Hibbard. 1926.
The South in Contemporary Literature. Addison Hibbard. 1930.
Recent Poetry from the South. Addison Hibbard. 1928.
Twentieth Century American Literature. M. N. Bond. 1933.
Our Heritage: A Study Through Literature of the American Tradition.

J. H. Hanford. 1927.
American Literature. Addison Hibbard. 1927.
Folklore. R. S. Boggs. 1929.
Development of the Short Story: English and American. L. B. Wright. 1926.
The French Novel in English Translation. U. T. Holmes. 1930.
Contemporary Spanish Literature in English Translation. A. B. and N. B. Adams. 1929.

BIOGRAPHY
Other People'8 Lives, First Series. C. S. Love. 1928.
Other People's Lives, Second Series. C. S. Love. 1931.
Other People's Lives, Third Series. C. S. Love. 1933.
Heroes of the American Revolution. F. M. Green. 1931.
Studies in Confederate Leadership. F. M. Green. 1931.

HISTORY
Studies in the History of North Carolina. R. D. W. Connor. 1923Romance of the Western Frontier. F. M. Green. 1932
Modern Russia. E. E. and E. E. Ericson. 1932.
Studies in the History of Contemporary Europe. C. P. Hieby 1925
South America. W. W. Pierson, Jr., and C. S. Love. 1929
The Far East. (China, Japan, and Korea.) J. A. Robertson. 1931.

DRAMA
A Study Course in Modern Drama. (Revised Edition.) E. L. Green. 1927.American One-Act Plays. E. T. Rockwell. 1929.
International One-Act Plays. E. T. Rockwell. 1926.A Study of Shakspere. Russell Potter. 1926.

ART, MUSIC, SCIENCE, TRAVEL
American Artists and Southern Artists of Note. M. deB. Graves. 1929.Art History. M. deB. Graves. 1930.
Modern French Art. Russell Potter. 1927.
Great Composers. P. J. Weaver. 1925.
Everyday Science. C. E. Preston. 1933.
Books of Travel. U. T. Holmes. 1931.

For further information write to:

The University Extension Library

Chapel Hill, North Carolina




